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a b s t r a c t 

Background and Objective: The detection of a clean and undistorted foetal electrocardiogram (fECG) from 

non-invasive abdominal recordings is an open research issue. Several physiological and instrumental 

noise sources hamper this process, even after that powerful fECG extraction algorithms have been used. 

Wavelet denoising is widely used for the improvement of the SNR in biomedical signal processing. This 

work aims to systematically assess conventional and unconventional wavelet denoising approaches for 

the post-processing of fECG signals by providing evidence of their effectiveness in improving fECG SNR 

while preserving the morphology of the signal of interest. 

Methods: The stationary wavelet transform (SWT) and the stationary wavelet packet transform (SWPT) 

were considered, due to their different granularity in the sub-band decomposition of the signal. Three 

thresholds from the literature, either conventional (Minimax and Universal) and unconventional, were 

selected. To this aim, the unconventional one was adapted for the first time to SWPT by trying different 

approaches. The decomposition depth was studied in relation to the characteristics of the fECG signal. 

Synthetic and real datasets, publicly available for benchmarking and research, were used for quantitative 

analysis in terms of noise reduction, foetal QRS detection performance and preservation of fECG morphol- 

ogy. 

Results: The adoption of wavelet denoising approaches generally improved the SNR. Interestingly, the 

SWT methods outperformed the SWPT ones in morphology preservation ( p < 0.04) and SNR ( p < 0.0 0 03), 

despite their coarser granularity in the sub-band analysis. Remarkably, the Han et al . threshold, adopted 

for the first time for fECG processing, provided the best quality improvement ( p < 0.003). 

Conclusions: The findings of our systematic analysis suggest that particular care must be taken when 

selecting and using wavelet denoising for non-invasive fECG signal post-processing. In particular, despite 

the general noise reduction capability, signal morphology can be significantly altered on the basis of the 

parameterization of the wavelet methods. Remarkably, the adoption of a finer sub-band decomposition 

provided by the wavelet packet was not able to improve the quality of the processing. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Antenatal cardiac screening has relevant diagnostic value be-

ause of the relatively high incidence of congenital heart diseases,

bout 1% of live births [1] . In the diagnosis of such pathologies,
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he morphology of the cardiac electrical signal in early pregnancy

ould enrich the information provided by conventional ultrasono-

raphic methods. Unfortunately, non-invasive foetal electrocardio- 

raphy (fECG) is still far from being widely adopted [2] because of

ts complex setup and relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [1] .

he low SNR of non-invasive fECG is attributed to the instrumen-

al noise, the maternal electrophysiological interferences and their

pectral overlap with the signal of interest, the reduced size of the

oetal heart and the attenuation of the signal due to the different
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layers of tissue to be passed through for gathering the signal on

the maternal skin. Moreover, starting from the 28th week of ges-

tation, an electrically insulating layer, the vernix caseosa , consider-

ably attenuates the non-invasive fECG up to about the 34th week,

when the signal can be gathered again but with non-linear distor-

tions [3] . 

Despite the number of techniques developed in the litera-

ture for fECG extraction, the identification of a clean and undis-

torted fECG signal remains an open research issue [4] . In this con-

text, the wavelet transform (WT), a signal analysis tool widely

used in biomedical signal processing, has been applied as a pre-

processing tool [5] and for the fECG detection or extraction [6] ,

alone [7–11] or along with other methods such independent com-

ponent analysis [12,13] and adaptive filters [14–16] . Moreover, it

was adopted in the form of wavelet denoising (WD) for the post-

processing of the fECG, i.e. after a fECG extraction algorithm, for

the improvement of the SNR, to achieve a better representation

of the fECG signal morphology [17,18,27–31,19–26] . However, this

technique has been generally applied simply to reduce noisy in-

terferences after fECG extraction algorithms, but fundamental evi-

dence about the different wavelet implementation choices and pa-

rameterizations was not deeply discussed nor the characteristics

of the real or simulated data were always clearly stated. This fact

hampers the identification of an effective wavelet methodology for

fECG post-processing applications and the possibility to perform

a comparative appraisal. Only in [31] and [5] , an analysis of dif-

ferent WD algorithms and parameters was presented, albeit giv-

ing quantitative noise removal indications only on a limited set of

simulated ECG signals affected by additive white gaussian noise in

the former, while on a single fECG trace affected by muscular or

powerline interference in the latter. Hence, to the best of authors’

knowledge, a methodological study on the effect of WD on the

post-processing of real and synthetic fECG signals is still missing. 

This work aims to perform such an analysis, trying to answer

relevant questions related to the optimal choices in terms of the

granularity in the sub-band decomposition and of the thresholds

able to combine an effective denoising with the preservation of the

morphology of the fECG signal. To this aim, moving from our pre-

liminary investigations on the topic [32] , we explored the adop-

tion of stationary wavelet transform (SWT) and stationary wavelet

packet transform (SWPT), with different deepness of decomposi-

tion, chosen according to the fECG spectral characteristics. In order

to assess the importance of the dependency between the scaling

factors used in the threshold computation and the decomposition

level, we also compared three thresholds taken from the scientific

literature, either conventional [33,34] and unconventional [35] . For

the latter, in this work we proposed and assessed for the first time

some possible adaptations to the SWPT. 

Results were systematically analysed by using different figures

of merit, such as the SNR, the QRS complex detection accuracy

and the true positive rate. The morphological distortions caused by

WD were estimated by exploiting the root-mean-square error and

the Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlation coefficients of the foetal

beats. The analysis was performed on real and synthetic datasets of

fECG signals extracted from non-invasive recordings. The adopted

dataset is freely available for research purposes along with the ac-

companying Data in Brief article [36] . 

2. Materials and methods 

WD is a signal processing technique based on the so-called

time-scale representation, provided by the WT [37,38] . Among the

different non-linear denoising techniques, WD is widely used in

biomedical signal processing because of its good localization in

the time and frequency domains. This feature is particularly useful

when dealing with non-stationary signals, such as the biomedical
nes [39,40] . Moreover, it allows noise removal when noisy inter-

erences share the same spectral band of the signal of interest. 

.1. Background on WD 

.1.1. WT basic principles 

The most widely used form of WT for fECG filtering is the dis-

rete wavelet transform (DWT), which is characterised by a small

istortion of QRS complex extremes [5] . It is based on the dyadic

ecomposition of the signal in sub-bands of different width [37] . It

an be implemented by filter banks, including high-pass and low-

ass filters whose definition is strictly associated with the chosen

other wavelet [37] . Such filters equally split in two the signal

and: the outputs of this filtering step are known as detail and ap-

roximation at the first level and are associated with the higher

nd lower half-bands, respectively. Then, the same process is itera-

ively repeated on the output of the low-pass filter of the previous

ltering step until the lowest frequency components, i.e. the ap-

roximation of the last level, cover the range between 0 and f n /2 
l ,

here f n denotes the folding frequency and l the chosen decompo-

ition level. 

While only the approximation coefficients are given as input for

he subsequent filtering steps in the WT, both detail and approx-

mation are decomposed at each level in the wavelet packet de-

omposition [37] , generating a complete decomposition binary tree

ith consequent sub-bands of the same width, equal to f n /2 
l . As

uch, a finer time-frequency analysis is obtained, as can be seen in

ig. 1 . 

.1.2. WD basic principles 

WD is essentially based on three main steps [37,40] . In the first

ne ( analysis ), the signal is decomposed in a set of wavelet coef-

cients by WT; then, detail coefficients are compared to a thresh-

ld ( thresholding phase), and those that exceed the threshold are

sed along with the approximation for time-domain reconstruction

 synthesis ). 

On the time-scale representation, the threshold is typically cho-

en to be proportional to the amount of noise, which, according to

he noise affecting the signal of interest, can be estimated at each

evel as [33,34,37,41] : 

j = 1 . 4826 ∗ median 

(∣∣c D j − ̂ c D j 

∣∣), (1)

here cD j represents the detail coefficients at the j -th level whilê 

 D j represents their median value. Aside from σ j , the threshold is

efined by a scaling factor that may be fixed or level-dependent.

or instance, the Universal (2) and the Minimax (3) thresholds

33,34] are largely adopted. 

j = σ j 

√ 

2 ln ( N ) , (2)

j = σ j (0 . 3936 + 0 . 1829 log 2 ( N ) ) . (3)

Both thresholds depend on the signal length N . Once the

hreshold is computed at each detail level, different thresholding

pproaches can be implemented, but the most typical ones are the

o-called hard-thresholding and soft-thresholding [33,34] , which are

espectively defined as: 

 D j,k = 

{
c D j,k i f 

∣∣c D j,k 

∣∣ ≥ θ j 

0 otherwise 
(4)

 D j,k = 

{
sign (c D j,k ) 

(∣∣c D j,k 

∣∣ − θ j 

)
i f 

∣∣c D j,k 

∣∣ ≥ θ j 

0 otherwise 
(5)

here cD j,k is the k -th detail coefficient at level j and θ j is the

hreshold value calculated for the same level. 
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Fig. 1. Example of 2-level decomposition of a real fECG signal (@2048 Hz) with SWT (on the left) and SWPT (on the right). 
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.2. WD algorithms and parameterizations studied 

In WD algorithms, at each step, different implementation

hoices can influence the denoising result. In this work, some

f these choices have been made basing on preliminary investi-

ations, literature evidence or considerations associated with the

pecific problem of fECG denoising. They are reported at first in

his section. Then, we will present the different options, compared

nd tested in this work, whose impact on the denoising process

as unpredictable and worth to be analysed. 

.2.1. Basic parameterizations not assessed in this study 

The choice of the mother wavelet affects the WD output. Dur-

ng a preliminary investigation with different mother wavelets, as

onfirmed by other studies [8] , the Haar mother wavelet achieved

etter results. Thus, it was selected for this work, also taking into

ccount its smallest support, the simplicity of the coefficients of its

lters and the associated advantages in any real-time implementa-

ion. 

In this work, we also selected hard-thresholding to avoid the

hrinkage effect associated with soft-thresholding, which reduces

he amplitude of the denoised signal and negatively affects the

uality indexes that could be adopted for the performance assess-

ent. 

Finally, among the different implementations of the DWT, the

WT was chosen in this work because of its translation-invariance

roperty [37,42–44] . For the same reasons described for the SWT,

e used the SWPT [45,46] for the wavelet packet. 

.2.2. Advanced parameterizations assessed in this study 

In this section, all the parameterizations and different algo-

ithms compared in this work are presented, along with the moti-

ations behind them. 

As regards the decomposition level, we decided to test only two

ifferent parameterizations: six and seven levels, on the basis of

he frequency contributions of major interest for foetal QRS com-

lexes (8–20 Hz) [47] and the sampling frequency of the signals

sed in this work, which was equal to 2048 Hz. In 7-level de-

omposition, WD was performed from 1024 Hz down to 8 Hz (be-

ause details at level seven, cD 7 , spread over the 8–16 Hz band);

n 6-level decomposition, the lower limit for the details was 16 Hz

because the last detail, cD 6 , spans over the 16–32 Hz band). As

n every conventional WD algorithm, the approximation band was

aintained without changes, so the low-frequency components as-

ociated with the other fECG waves are preserved by construction. 

In WD, the selection of the threshold is particularly relevant

ince it determines the aggressivity of the denoising [5] and, there-

ore, the output SNR but also its morphological distortion. In this

egard, we assumed the predominant presence of noise at high fre-

uencies whereas a more significant signal content at low frequen-

ies. For these reasons, we decided to test a threshold proposed by
an et al. in [35] for chaotic time series, defined in (6) . 

j = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

σ j 

√ 

2 ln ( N ) j = 1 

σ j 

√ 

2 ln ( N ) / ln ( j + 1 ) 1 < j < L 

σ j 

√ 

2 ln ( N ) / 
√ 

j j = L 

(6) 

This unconventional threshold was conceived to perform a

ore aggressive denoising at higher frequencies while being more

onservative at lower ones. 

The Han et al . threshold was compared to other conventional

hresholds whose adoption is widespread in ECG signal processing,

.e. the Universal (2) and the Minimax (3) [33,34] . 

Beyond the three thresholds and the two different levels of de-

omposition, a key aspect of this study was the assessment of SWT

s. SWPT. This is an interesting point, since the latter presents a

ner granularity in the decomposition than the former, thus al-

owing more precise analysis of the signal, which is divided in

qually-sized sub-bands. Despite its use in different application

elds and the aforementioned potentialities, SWPT, and more gen-

rally the wavelet packet transform, is not used in fECG signal pro-

essing. To the best of our knowledge, a tentative approach was

roposed only in [48] for powerline interference removal. To study

ts applicability to the fECG post-processing denoising, the adapta-

ion of the Han et al. threshold was required, since this threshold

as never used along with wavelet packet and it is funded on a

evel-dependent scaling factor of the estimated noise. Conversely,

he transposition to the SWPT is direct for the Minimax and the

niversal thresholds, by simply evaluating σ j at each detail node.

hree different adaptations of the Han et al. threshold, detailed in

he following section, were compared in this work and the best

erforming one was adopted for the comparisons with the SWT. 

.2.3. Proposed adaptation of the Han et al . threshold to SWPT 

The Han et al. threshold [35] , originally conceived for DWT, uses

 different scaling factor at the different levels (6) , which in turn

mplies a bind between the scaling factor of the threshold and the

pectral band of the details. It was then required to assign a scal-

ng factor to each of the sub-bands of the SWPT decompositions.

hree approaches were conceived, with a growing aggressiveness

n terms of denoising. For all of them, we still evaluated σ j at each

etail node. 

In the first approach, hereafter referred to as SWPT-LI, we ex-

loited a simple linear interpolation of the scaling factor between

he values defined for the SWT case. To be more conservative, we

ssigned the original threshold values to the highest leaf of each

orresponding SWT detail sub-band and then computed the inter-

olated values for the remaining query points. This is the most

onservative threshold. 

In the second approach, hereafter referred to as SWPT-CI, we

nterpolated the missing threshold values with a piecewise cu-

ic Hermite interpolating polynomial. Compared to the previous
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the different scaling factors proposed to adapt the Han et al. threshold to a 7-level decomposition with SWPT. Black circles report the values for the 

SWT definition. The three SWPT adaptations, namely the linear interpolation (SWPT-LI, in black), the cubic interpolation (SWPT-CI, in pale gray) and the spectral adaptation 

(SWPT-SA, in dark gray) are reported by putting in abscissa the SWPT nodes corresponding to specific spectral ranges: node 1 (8–16 Hz), node 3 (24–32 Hz), node 7 

(56–64 Hz), node 15 (120–128 Hz), node 31 (248–256 Hz), node 63 (504–512 Hz) and node 127 (1016–1024 Hz). 
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approach, the shape-preserving characteristic of this interpola-

tion method allowed achieving a smoothly changing scaling factor

across the different nodes of the SWPT decomposition. 

Finally, we evaluated the approach proposed in [32] , hereafter

referred to as SWPT-SA (for SWPT spectral adaptation). In this case,

for each SWPT leaf, we adopted the same definition of the scaling

factor as in (6) corresponding to the SWT detail level whose fre-

quency band included that SWPT leaf. As can be seen in Fig. 2 ,

this approach is the most aggressive one. 

2.3. Testing datasets 

Two datasets were created to perform the comparative assess-

ment of the different WD methods. The first one was composed of

physiologically-plausible synthetic fECG signals uncorrupted by the

maternal interference whereas the second one was derived from

real abdominal recordings after a fECG extraction processing based

on an adaptive filtering. The two datasets allow studying differ-

ent aspects of denoising. In fact, the signal distortion effect caused

by WD can be evaluated only on the synthetic dataset, because a

noise-free version of the fECG is available. However, such a dataset

includes several ideal conditions that are not necessarily met at the

output of a non-invasive fECG extraction method applied to real

signals, motivating the adoption of a real dataset too. 

Remarkably, the two datasets present only the fECG signal, i.e.

the signal from the foetus “without” maternal interferences. For

this reason, hereafter we will refer to fECG in this acceptation. 

The synthetic dataset included 40 fECG signals, generated with

an open-source non-invasive fECG signal simulator, FECGSYN [49–

51] , at 2048 Hz, with a duration of 10 s each. By construction, a

single horizontal lead on the abdomen was obtained completely

free of the maternal components. White and pink noises [52] were

added to the traces, with amplitudes chosen according to the de-

sired SNR (see Table 2, Figs. 2 and 3 in [36] ). 

For the computation of the WD threshold according to the dif-

ferent methods presented above, the noise level σ j was evaluated

on a part of the signal presenting only noise, i.e. approximately

each interval between two foetal beats, since the mECG was not

present. 

The real dataset included 42 fECG signals, extracted from non-

invasive recordings from 17 pregnant women with healthy foe-

tuses between the 21st and 27th weeks of gestation (see Table 3

in [36] ), sampled at 2048 Hz, with a duration of 15 s each. The
xploration of different windows of the gestational age was be-

ond the scope of this work since it would mainly affect the SNR

nd the success rate in the fECG extraction process and not the

ost-processing. The fECG extraction algorithm was a multirefer-

nce adaptive filter [53] , given its numerical stability and good

erformance [54–56] . Adaptive filters are not able to reject noise

ources not in common with the reference channels and, as such,

hey demand a post-processing denoising stage more than other

echniques. For the same reason, all the leads were pre-processed

ith an high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz, before

ECG extraction, in order to facilitate the adaptive filter processing.

emarkably, the frequency range affected by this processing does

ot interfere with the assessment of the WD approaches but only

ith the fECG extraction process, since the removed frequencies

ould lie in the approximation band which is not affected by the

enoising. A schematic representation of the electrodes placement

as provided in [36] , along with an illustrative figure of the pro-

essing stages and an example of the quality of the real signals

see Figs. 4–6 in [36] ). 

On the real dataset, the noise level σ j in the different sub-bands

as hampered by the possible presence of mECG residuals after

he fECG extraction. In this case, a part of the signal representative

nly of the noise could be identified on the fECG leads between

he time instants comprised between the end of a maternal T wave

nd the beginning of the maternal P wave of the next beat (delin-

ated in a thoracic lead, where only the mECG is visible, by us-

ng the algorithm presented in [57] ). This avoided considering ma-

ernal components in noise estimation. However, such signal seg-

ents were excluded in the presence of a foetal QRS complex in

hat interval. 

For a complete description of the datasets, it is recommended

o refer to the accompanying Data in Brief article [36] , from which

he signals can also be downloaded for research purposes. 

.4. Comparative analysis methods 

The different parameterizations of the WD methods assessed in

his work are summarised in Fig. 3 . In the following paragraphs,

e will describe at first the performance indexes used to perform

he assessment and then the different com parisons between the

D methods along with the associated statistical analysis method-

logy. 
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Fig. 3. All the wavelet parametrizations investigated in this work. Two translation-invariant wavelet transforms (SWT and SWPT) along with two different decomposition 

levels (six and seven) and three thresholds (Minimax, Universal, Han et al. ) were assessed and compared. Specifically, due to its level-dependent scaling factor, three different 

SWPT transpositions were proposed and evaluated for the Han et al. threshold (SWPT-LI, SWPT-SA, SWPT-CI). 
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.4.1. Performance indexes 

The performance of the different WD approaches and parame-

erizations were systematically analysed by exploiting several in-

exes: 

• SNR 

• Foetal QRS detection accuracy (Acc) 

• Foetal QRS detection true positive rate (TPR, or Sensitivity). 

On the synthetic dataset, the following indexes were also eval-

ated: 

• Root mean square error (RMSE) 

• Pearson’s correlation coefficient ( ρ) 

• Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (r s ). 

The SNR is widely used to evaluate the quality of the trace in

erms of power in the signal of interest and the noise sources. It

as computed as: 

N R dB = 20 lo g 10 

(
Ap p f 

4 σ

)
(7) 

here App f is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fECG and σ is the

tandard deviation of the noise. For the sake of the SNR calcula-

ion only, the estimation of the standard deviation of the noise was

onceived as the median of the standard deviations computed on

ach interval between two foetal beats. This approach considers

he presence of both the noise and potential residual mECG (the

atter only in the real dataset). 

Moreover, before the WD, we computed the App f of a given sig-

al on its average QRS complex, obtained by synchronized averag-

ng, to reduce the inter-beat variability. On the simulated dataset,

ll foetal peaks were considered in the averaging since the signals

ere free from the mECG interference. In the real dataset, where

ECG residuals could be present after the fECG extraction algo-

ithm, the QRS averaging involved only those complexes exhibiting

 Pearson’s correlation coefficient above a given threshold, empiri-

ally chosen to be 0.6. If the number of correlated beats was lower

han four, the signal was treated as non-deterministic, then substi-

uting App f by the computation of four times the median standard

eviation of such beats. 

To evaluate the SNR after the WD, we computed App f as the

edian value of the peak-to-peak amplitudes of highly correlated

eats or of all beats for real and simulated signals, respectively. 

In every case, the support for the foetal QRS complex was con-

idered equal to 40 ms, centered around the R peak. Taking into
ccount that the measurement on the QRS complex is limited to

ts peak-to-peak-amplitude, the chosen size allowed including only

he relevant parts of the complex, according to the literature [58] .

oreover, the adoption of a larger time frame would not change

he results unless for the possible inclusion of noise spikes. 

Since the denoising should in principle help a foetal QRS detec-

ion algorithm, another performance index considered in this work

as the accuracy and the true positive rate of a state-of-the-art

eak detector [59] , computed as: 

cc = T P/ ( T P + F P + F N ) (8)

 P R = T P/ (T P + F N) (9)

here TP is the number of true positives, FP is the number of false

ositives and FN is the number of false negatives. 

All these performance indexes are important on real recordings

ecause the actual fECG waveform morphology is unknown and it

s impossible to assess the distortion introduced by the different

ost-processing methods. Conversely, this is possible on the simu-

ated signals. To this aim, the RMSE, ρ and r s were evaluated be-

ween each WD-processed simulated signal and the corresponding

oiseless fECG signal. For each signal, considering an interval of

00 ms around each foetal R wave, 120 ms before and 180 ms after

58] , the three indexes were computed for each beat and their me-

ian values were used as measures of signal morphology preserva-

ion. 

.4.2. WD approaches comparison and statistical analysis 

ethodology 

In order to reduce the number of comparisons, we preliminar-

ly performed an assessment to identify the best adaptation of the

an et al. threshold to SWPT to be used for the subsequent anal-

ses. To this aim, we compared all the available performance in-

exes computed on both datasets for each tested decomposition

evel. Then, we selected the best adaptation Han et al . threshold to

WPT for the subsequent analyses. 

At this point, we could consider three thresholds (Minimax,

niversal and Han et al .) for each of the two WD methods (SWT

nd SWPT). On them, a statistical analysis was performed to inves-

igate the following aspects: 

i) WD effectiveness in terms of SNR, Acc and TPR. The comparisons

were performed by considering denoised signals vs. raw signals,

on both datasets, separately for six and seven decomposition

levels; 
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(i  

 

 

(i  

 

 

 

 

ii) superiority of SWT or SWPT in terms of SNR, Acc and TPR for

both datasets and ρ , r s and RMSE for the synthetic one only,

for each decomposition level and threshold; 

ii) the best decomposition level for a given method, i.e., by consider-

ing the comparison among SWPT or SWT approaches grouped

by decomposition level. The analysis was performed on the

same metrics as in (ii); 
d

Fig. 4. General scheme of all the comparative analyses performed in this work. Dashed

wavelet parametrizations involved in each analysis. Two wavelet transforms (SWT and SW

(Minimax, Universal, Han et al. ) were included in the comparative analyses. For the Han e
v) the best WD approach for each of the two decomposition lev-

els by comparing the performance of a given method (SWT and

SWPT) and threshold against all the other approaches available

at that decomposition level. The analysis was performed on the

same metrics as in (ii). 

The schematic representation of the comparative assessments

iscussed above is depicted in Fig. 4 . 
 arrows represent the different comparisons carried out whereas solid arrows the 

PT), along with the chosen levels of decomposition (6 and 7) and three thresholds 

t al. threshold, the best SWPT adaptation identified in this work is reported. 
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For the statistical analysis, the normality of the distributions

as preliminarily investigated by using the Lilliefors test. If a re-

ult did not satisfy the assumption of a normal distribution, a non-

arametric statistical test was adopted. In specific, we used the

ruskal–Wallis test when comparing more than two distributions

hereas the Wilcoxon test when comparing two distributions only.

hen the results of the Lilliefors test did not reject the assump-

ion of a non-normal distribution, we adopted the one-way ANOVA

nstead of the Kruskal–Wallis test and the Student’s t-test instead

f the Wilcoxon test. Bonferroni correction was applied only when

he goal of the analysis was the identification of the best solution,

.e. for the analysis (iv). 

In all the statistical tests, we considered p < 0.05 for statistical

ignificance. 

All data processing was performed in MATLAB v2018b (Math-

orks Inc., MA, USA). 

. Results 

.1. Best adaptation of the Han et al. threshold to SWPT 

The analysis aiming at identifying the best adaptation of the

an et al. threshold to SWPT did not reveal any statistically sig-

ificant difference among the three proposed approaches on both

atasets. However, all methods improved the quality of the signals

n terms of SNR ( p < 0.05 for the real dataset, p < 10 −4 for the syn-

hetic one) and TPR for real signals ( p < 0.0 0 04) compared to the
ig. 5. SNR and TPR performance indexes for SWPT-CI, SWPT-LI and SWPT-SA denoised f

op: results on the synthetic dataset. Bottom: results on the real dataset. 
aw noisy signal, as can be seen in Fig. 5 , but not in terms of ac-

uracy in the QRS detection (data not shown). 

Despite the non-significant statistical difference, the SWPT-LI

as selected for the subsequent analyses because it is simpler than

WPT-CI and exhibits better performance than SWPT-SA in terms

f SNR on real signals. 

.2. WD effectiveness 

As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the behavior of WD algorithms with

heir various parameterizations was different for the synthetic and

eal dataset. On the former, the SNR was always significantly im-

roved ( p < 10 −4 and p < 0.0 0 04, respectively for six and seven de-

omposition levels) whereas on the latter only the Han et al.

hreshold produced a significant improvement in terms of SNR

 p < 0.01) with all the parameterizations. However, Minimax pro-

uced a significant SNR enhancement only with SWT ( p < 0.004)

hereas Universal generally produced a significant reduction of the

NR ( p < 0.04, for all but the SWT with seven decomposition levels).

Focusing on the accuracy in the QRS detection, although with

-level decompositions the median values of Acc for all the ap-

roaches exceeded those achievable on the noisy raw signals, no

tatistical significance was reached except for the SWT with Mini-

ax on synthetic signals ( p = 0.04). Moreover, with 7-level decom-

ositions, WD significantly degraded the Acc with SWPT Universal

nd Minimax ( p < 0.04), on the synthetic dataset, and with all the

ethods ( p < 0.02) but the SWT Han et al. on the real one. 
ECG signals with 6-level or 7-level decompositions and for raw noisy fECG signals. 
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Fig. 6. WD effectiveness in terms of SNR, Accuracy and TPR on the synthetic dataset (top) and the real one (bottom). 
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Differently, TPR analysis showed that WD generally improved

the QRS detector sensitivity with respect to the raw signals.

On the real dataset, this was significant for all the algorithms

( p < 0.001), whereas on the synthetic dataset statistical significance

was achieved only by Minimax ( p < 0.03 for both levels, SWT and

SWPT) and Universal ( p = 0.02, with 7-level SWT, and p = 0.03,

with 6-level SWPT). 

3.3. Superiority of SWT or SWPT 

By exploiting the synthetic dataset, the results of this assess-

ment in terms of the morphology preservation quality indexes are
Fig. 7. Results obtained with the three selected thresholds on the simulated dataset for

terms of morphology preservation. Specifically: Pearson’s correlation coefficient ( ρ), RMS

different analysed cases. 
resented in Fig. 7 . Even though the results appear to be quite sim-

lar, the statistical analysis revealed significantly better morphology

reservation by SWT with respect to SWPT in terms of ρ , RMSE

nd r s ( p < 0.04 for all thresholds and levels, except for the RMSE

ith Minimax at level six where no statistically significant differ-

nce was observed). 

Moreover, by considering the performance indexes reported in

ig. 6 , SWT was always superior in terms of SNR ( p < 0.0 0 08) on

eal signals, whereas on the synthetic ones this superiority was

tatistically significant ( p < 0.0 0 03) for Universal (both levels) and

or Han et al. and Minimax (only for level seven). The same holds

lso for the Acc in all 7-level approaches on real signals, with a
 both decomposition levels (six and seven) and WD methods (SWT and SWPT) in 

E and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (r s ) distributions are reported in the 
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oteworthy improvement with Minimax ( p = 0.004) and Han et al .

 p = 0.0 0 09), and on synthetic signals for Minimax ( p = 0.0 0 03,

evel seven). No statistical difference was found in terms of TPR. 

.4. Best decomposition level 

Fig. 8 shows that six decomposition levels allowed reaching sig-

ificantly higher r s values on both SWT and SWPT ( p < 0.01) on

he synthetic signals. No other morphological performance indexes

ere revealing a statistically significant difference between the two

ethods. 

By looking at the other indexes, six decomposition levels were

ignificantly better in terms of Acc for the SWPT only ( p = 0.003)

n the synthetic dataset and for SWT and SWPT on the real one

 p = 0.0 0 06 and p < 10 −4 , respectively). Conversely, seven decom-

osition levels revealed significantly better results in terms of SNR

or both SWT and SWPT ( p < 0.02) on the synthetic dataset and

nly for SWT on the real one ( p < 0.05). TPR followed a similar

rend only on the real dataset ( p = 0.04 and p = 0.03 for SWT

nd SWPT respectively). 

.5. Best WD approach 

For the last analysis, we compared every parameterization with

ll the others, by keeping separate the different levels. On the syn-

hetic dataset, the SWT with Han et al. threshold stood out as the
ig. 8. Results obtained on the simulated dataset (first two columns, on the left) and on 

) decompositions, grouping all approaches by SWT and SWPT. The considerable number
est choice in 7-level decomposition in terms of Pearson’s correla-

ion coefficient only ( p < 10 −4 for all possible paired comparisons).

n the real dataset, again SWT with Han et al. threshold outper-

ormed all the other methods, this time in terms of SNR enhance-

ent ( p < 0.003) with both levels ( Figs. 6 and 7 ). 

. Discussion 

The adoption of translation-invariant wavelet decomposition for

oise reduction was already proven to be effective in fECG mor-

hology preservation, both using complex wavelets [21] and com-

aring the same processing with the decimated WT [24] . However,

ocusing the attention on real WT only, no quantitative comparison

an be found in the scientific literature for the fECG problem, since

n [24] only simulated signals with unspecified characteristics and

xtracted by an adaptive neuro-fuzzy interference system (ANFIS)

ave been exploited. 

Moreover, even though the SWPT was identified as a tool for

owerline interference suppression on simulated fECG signals, al-

eit in an unconventional denoising approach [48] , no previous

orks focused on its use on wide-band noise removal in fECG sig-

als. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, this work assessed

n detail for the first time this kind of wavelet decomposition for

ECG post-processing. Since one of the selected thresholds, the Han

t al. one, was conceived for DWT and not for SWPT, we proposed
the real one (last two columns, on the right) for 6-level (Level 6) and 7-level (Level 

 of outliers is due to the heterogeneity of the grouped distributions. 
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Fig. 9. Example of SWT and SWPT denoising results with both levels and decompositions with Universal (A, D for level six and seven respectively), Minimax (B, E for 

level six and seven respectively) and Han et al. threshold (C, F for levels six and seven, respectively). On the right, results obtained on a real extracted fECG signal from an 

abdominal recording were reported in μV; on the left, results obtained on a synthetic signal were represented. Zoom on one-second of each denoised fECG signal is reported 

to appreciate foetal beats morphology after wavelet denoising, with the original foetal beats in case of synthetic data and with the noisy traces in case of real ones (in gray). 
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and evaluated three different adaptations to the SWPT, which re-

vealed a substantial equivalence from a statistical perspective. 

Our findings confirmed the importance of WD as fECG post-

processing tool. This result is in line with previous works, al-

though in those cases WD was performed in different ways and

after different fECG extraction algorithms [18 , 22 , 25 , 28] . Moreover,

the datasets that have been exploited in the related works, both

real and synthetic, [17 , 18 , 29–31 , 19 , 20 , 22 , 23 , 25–28] were heteroge-

neous, so that a quantitative comparison with our results was not

possible. Moreover, a quantitative analysis of the post-processing

results is frequently missing in the related works [22 , 25 , 29 , 30]

or a complete definition of the selected implementation choices

is not clearly stated [17 , 19 , 20 , 22 , 23 , 27] . Nevertheless, in [18] the

effectiveness of WD as a post-processing tool for fECG signals

was claimed, revealing how this technique could offer better per-

formance in terms of fECG enhancement than its use as pre-

processing or as both pre- and post-processing steps. However,

the extraction process was carried out by a polynomial network

and quantitative analysis was performed only on synthetic data

in terms of SNR, whose improvement cannot be clearly quanti-

fied. A similar assessment was proposed in [28] , where ANFIS was

adopted as a separation algorithm. However, in this case, the adop-

tion of WD is totally different from the typical use, retaining only
he approximation coefficients and thus producing only a low-pass

ltering behavior. WD introduced an SNR improvement also in

19] , where the extraction of foetal components was not performed

ue to the different recording system, and in [5] , in which the WD

oise removal was assessed on a single simulated trace affected by

uscular or powerline interference. 

In the light of this scenario, our findings quantitatively revealed

he performance of WD as fECG post-processing tool and, thanks

o the open data availability [36] , can provide a benchmark for

ther fECG post-processing algorithms. Moreover, our results can

e generalised to different fECG recordings and projections, since

ur real dataset included different foetal heartbeat morphologies

see Fig. 7 in [36] ). 

From our results, it was clear that WD was generally unsuc-

essful in improving the accuracy of the foetal QRS detection, at

east with the foetal QRS detector chosen in this work [59] . In fact,

y focusing at first on the real signals, WD algorithms generally

mproved the accuracy of the foetal detection with 6-level decom-

ositions, but not significantly, probably because of the high ac-

uracy values already achieved on the raw signals. On the other

and, forcing the denoising effect until 8 Hz (i.e. with 7-level de-

ompositions), the accuracy performance was generally worse ex-

ept for Han et al. threshold in SWT implementations. Neverthe-
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ess, the TPR analysis revealed that WD significantly enhanced the

ensitivity of the foetal QRS detector on both datasets. By looking

t (8) and (9) , we can relate the accuracy and TPR behaviors to

he increase in FP number when using WD, probably due to the

ggressive denoising that emphasized the residual artefacts com-

ared with the background noise, challenging the QRS detector. 

Despite the results obtained on the QRS detection, the SNR

as generally improved by WD, as expected [18] . On the syn-

hetic signals, this finding was statistically demonstrated for all the

ethods, thresholds and levels, whereas SNR results showed less

omogeneity on the real signals. Excluding Han et al. threshold,

hich presented a significantly higher SNR regardless of the WD

ethod and the decomposition level, Minimax achieved significant

mprovement only when used in combination with the SWT. On

he other hand, Universal generally failed in improving the SNR

f the signal. This evidence is consistent with [27 , 31] , where the

uperiority of Minimax with respect to Universal was proven con-

idering hard thresholding, despite their quantitative analyses were

arried out only on simulated data. However, this difference in SNR

erformance among thresholds is probably due to the shrinkage ef-

ect due to the threshold amplitudes. In fact, the Universal thresh-

ld presented the higher scaling factor of σ j with respect to the

ther thresholds, whereas Han et al. threshold achieved higher val-

es than Minimax up to level 3, i.e. at higher frequencies, being

ore conservative below 128 Hz. 

As regards the WD methods, SWT-based approaches outper-

orm the more complex SWPT-based ones in fECG post-processing.

ur analysis showed that SNR and the QRS detection accuracy

ere significantly higher in the SWT-based algorithms with respect

o SWPT-based ones, despite these findings were not always statis-

ically significant. Moreover, on synthetic signals, the SWT meth-

ds demonstrated a significantly superior capability to preserve the

ECG signal morphology. Overall, the SWT outperformed the SWPT,

nd the adoption of seven levels for the decomposition of the sig-

al provided more relevant improvement in the performance of

he former method compared with the latter. 

By comparing all possible WD methods involved in this work,

he Han et al. threshold with SWT decomposition significantly out-

erformed all the other approaches in terms of ρ (on the synthetic

ataset) and SNR (on the real dataset), despite statistical signifi-

ance was rarely achieved. This result further confirmed the supe-

iority of the SWT over the SWPT. 

Finally, by focusing on the level of decomposition, 6-level de-

omposition preserved the most the morphology of the underly-

ng fECG signal, because the Spearman’s rank correlation (on the

ynthetic dataset) and the accuracy (on both datasets) were signif-

cantly higher at this level for all the WD methods. These findings

uggested a less aggressive denoising with six levels of decompo-

ition with respect to seven levels, as confirmed by the higher SNR

alues of the latter on both datasets, at least for the SWT. This re-

ult is coherent with the fact that 7-level decompositions introduce

hresholding in a part of the signal band that is preserved in the

-level case. 

However, Fig. 9 visually shows how the SWT reached a bet-

er performance in terms of waveform distortion than the SWPT

which in turn reduces the amplitude of the foetal R peaks).

ig. 9 also suggests that, regardless the chosen WD method, the

ifferent thresholds can produce substantial differences in the

orphology of the fECG trace, particularly emphasized by the Uni-

ersal threshold that often leads to complete cancellation of the

oetal beats. Qualitative and quantitative analyses confirmed that

he Han et al. threshold with SWT is the best approach for the

enoising of fECG signals after signal separation, even though the

inimax threshold also achieved good denoising performance. 

Finally, even though WD is typically suitable for real-time pro-

essing, some points must be analysed. Remarkably, after setting
he signal length and the level of decomposition to be exploited,

he computational complexity associated to the three thresholds

ompared in this work can be considered equal, since all the scal-

ng factors can be pre-computed off-line. Nonetheless, in this con-

ext, the computational complexity of the fECG post-processing is

ot considerably affected by the chosen WD algorithm but rather

y the other algorithms involved in the evaluation of the σ j , i.e.

he fECG extraction method, the maternal ECG delineator and the

oetal QRS detector, whose computational load depends on the se-

ected algorithms and its estimation is beyond the scope of this

tudy. 

. Conclusions 

The quality improvement of the fECG signals obtained from

on-invasive biopotential recordings is a key aspect for the

doption of this technique in the clinical practice. Despite the

idespread application of WD on different biomedical signals, this

owerful tool must be used with special care in this particular ap-

lication because of its possible negative impact on the signal mor-

hology or even on further signal processing steps applied down-

tream, such as the foetal QRS detection. 

The results of the present study reveal how the adoption of a

evel-dependent scaling factor in the definition of the threshold

ignificantly improves the denoising effectiveness compared with

onventional approaches such as Minimax and Universal. SWT is

enerally preferable to the SWPT not only in terms of noise re-

uction (SNR) but also in terms of signal morphology preservation.

oreover, the finer decomposition of the lower frequency band

btained by increasing the number of decomposition levels, even

hough producing a better result in terms of noise reduction, is re-

ponsible for a morphological degradation of the signal. 

All these aspects could be valuably considered when approach-

ng the denoising of fECG signals for quality improvement, thus

ontributing to the exploitation of this important signal for ante-

atal cardiological assessment. 
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